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Eliza’s best-selling book, Brain-Powered Weight
Loss, reveals why more than 90 percent of people
who go on diet programs (even healthy ones) fail
or eventually regain because they have a
dysfunctional relationship with food. Eliza’s 11-step
program gives readers dozens of mindset and
behavior-changing exercises and techniques that
show you how to identify food triggers, alter your
mindset around eating, and outsmart high-risk
situations and setbacks, among many other
tactics to help you live a healthier, more fulfilling
life free of  yo-yo dieting and food shame.

Eliza is a licensed holistic psychotherapist passionate about sustainable behavior change. She is best known for helping
people find their happiest and healthiest weight through non-diet and non-restrictive methods. Eliza uses a unique
combination of behavior science and neuroscience along with energy medicine/energy psychology techniques to create
permanent change for her clients. Former CEO and Executive Clinical Director, Eliza has worked in both corporate and clinical
settings and has trained dozens of clinicians in her field. She has been on scientific advisory boards for obesity and food
addiction and speaks nationwide on topics including the science of behavior change, the physiological and psychological
impacts of stress, sustainable weight management methods, obesity, emotional eating and more.
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BRAIN POWERED WEIGHT LOSS

TOPICS ELIZA CAN SPEAK ON
While Eliza is passionate about teaching
people how to achieve and maintain a healthy
lifestyle, most recently she has been tapped to
speak on the topics of true behavior change,
getting “unstuck” and self-sabotage. Because
we are all susceptible to getting in our own
way at times, whether you are an individual or
a corporation; learning how to get unstuck
and get out of your own way is invaluable. Eliza
uses the latest science and research to help
illustrate both how we stay stuck and how we
can overcome it.
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Science of Behavior Change
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